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“It was the technique, Eliot – the cursed, the impious, the 

unnatural technique! As I am a living being, I never 

elsewhere saw the actual breath of life so fused into a canvas. 

The monster was there – it glared and gnawed and gnawed 

and glared…” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taken from ‘Pickman’s Model’ by H.P. Lovecraft, first 

published in ‘Weird Tales’, October 1927.
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS MONTHLY MAGAZINE 

Welcome, readers, to the seventh issue of Shadows of 

Centralis Monthly Magazine. Entitled HarrowHyrst, regular 

contributor to this magazine, Trish Carden, via Footsore 

Miniatures and Games, has released a range of her own 

range of miniatures. With models including minotaurs and 

griffons, with much in between, lending themselves 

wonderfully well to inclusion within many armies of Shadows 

of Centralis, in the first of a two-part special feature, we take 

a look at Trish’s superb collection. 

In part 1 of a multi-part feature, we look at the life and work 

of one of wargaming’s most experienced and highly 

knowledgeable individuals, Alan Merrett, whose career with 

Citadel Miniatures/ Games Workshop spanned an impressive 

four decades, during which time he worked on a plethora of 

game systems, models, and publications. 

The antithesis of their once virtuous roots, crazed, drug-
fuelled hag elves are evil-hearted warriors who revel in the 
bloody carnage of war. Quick of pace and expert killers, an 
army of Hag Elves is a fearsome force. Evidence of their 
frequent drug use, many Hag Elves units come with special 
rules, including Chicoi Stimulants, Confidence 
Enhancers and Dutch Courage. This month’s Army Focus 
features the frenzied Hag Elves. 

Outcast sections of various human factions, along with an 

assorted menagerie of other much maligned creatures, the 

Damned are a legion of the diseased and disfigured, the 

persecuted and plagued. From their underground, 
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labyrinthine domain of Sanctuarium Ultionis, under the 

guidance of their god, T’Zor, the Damned possess an 

unquenchable vengeance on those who have wronged then. 

In this issue, we look at the Champions units of the Damned. 

In last month’s issue, we reviewed Gripping Beast’s Dreng 

Warriors as we described how these miniatures can be 

fielded in games of Shadows of Centralis as Extinction 

Warriors in a Servants of Extinction army. This month, 

continuing with the Servants of Extinction aspect, we review 

Gripping Beast’s Dark Age Cavalry models, which are ideal for 

using in games of Shadows of Centralis as Extinction Riders.  

Available to order directly from their website, The Little 

Soldier Company have just released a selection of exciting, 

new terrain pieces. Including complete, multi-level temples, 

as well as walkways, altars, and more. Many of these pieces 

are interchangeable, allowing for a range of buildings to be 

created. Produced in high-quality resin, and sculpted by 

Philip Page of Slug Industries, these superb, finely detailed 

models are ideal for using as terrain pieces within games of 

Shadows of Centralis. 

Over the course of a sixty-year career, Boris Karloff starred in 

hundreds of films and television shows, as well as featuring in 

numerous radio programmes and stage performances. Being, 

for many, the ultimate on-screen embodiment of Mary 

Shelley’s doomed creation, Frankenstein’s monster, this 

month’s Horror Fiends article focusses on Boris Karloff. 

Rounding out the magazine are details of the Shadows of 

Centralis website, which is regularly updated with extra 
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gaming resources, as well as a list of selected stockists of the 

Shadows of Centralis book. 

Remember, as well as being available for purchase as A5 

paperback magazines, all issues of Shadows of Centralis 

Monthly Magazine are available as free PDF downloads from 

the Shadows of Centralis website. 
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS 

“The Old Ones were, the Old Ones are, and the Old Ones shall be. 

Not in the spaces we know, but between them. They walk serene 

and primal, undimensioned and to us unseen.” H.P. Lovecraft. 

Shadows of Centralis is a dynamic 28mm (1:64) scale 

tabletop wargame which fuses elements of fantasy, science 

fiction, and horror. Though the game can be played with 

models from any manufacturer, a special mention is given to 

Diehard Miniatures, Gripping Beast Ltd, Warlord Games, 

Foundry Miniatures Ltd, Warmonger Miniatures, 

Goblinmaster Limited, Lucid Eye Publications and Mantic, 

whose fantastic miniatures feature in this book. 

With a unique slant on fantasy and science fiction tropes, and 

providing richly detailed background stories, Shadows of 

Centralis is an immersive strategy wargame which offers 

players the opportunity to field a range of different armies. 

From the nightmarish Undead, resurrected from peaceful 

slumber by foul necromancy, to the pious Konstrato Empire, 

from the barbarous Yalif hordes to the technologically 

advanced Lords, in total, there are fifteen different armies to 

choose from.  

Designed to be flexible and to encourage greater inclusivity, 

Shadows of Centralis can be played with as few as 20 – 30 

models per side, through to players taking part in largescale 

battles with hundreds of models involved. With innovative 

gaming features and numerous races to choose from, 

Shadows of Centralis offers both experienced wargamers and 
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newcomers to the hobby exciting and challenging tabletop 

conflicts. 

Complete with several different scenarios, full rules, and 

fifteen comprehensive army lists, this 400-page A5 book 

contains all the information needed to play a game of 

Shadows of Centralis. So, choose your god, gather your 

troops, grab your dice and tape measure, and enter into the 

strange, dark world of the Orb. 

Book contains 

• Foreword by Rick Priestley 

• Introduction to Shadows of Centralis 

• Details of Centralis Portas and the gods 

• Map and history of the Orb 

• Full rules 

• 6 different scenarios 

• 15 army lists; Damned, Dwarfs, Elves, Fiends, 

Followers of the Eye, Goblins, Hag Elves, Konstrato 

Empire, Lords, Orcs, Order of Ophelia, Samurai, 

Servants of Extinction, Undead, Yalif   

• Featured model manufacturers; Diehard Miniatures, 

Gripping Beast Ltd, Warlord Games, Foundry 

Miniatures Ltd, Warmonger Miniatures, 

Goblinmaster Limited, Lucid Eye Publications, Mantic 

 
 
 
 

www.shadowsofcentralis.com 
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Shadows of Centralis, the new tabletop wargame, out now! 
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TRISH CARDEN: HARROWHYRST (PART 1) 

Trish Carden (Morrison) has been sculpting fantasy and 

wargaming miniatures for close to four decades. Included 

within her bulging and highly impressive CV, Trish has 

produced hundreds of wonderful sculpts for Games 

Workshop and Marauder Miniatures. Since going freelance in 

2018, she has also produced a range of fascinating and 

exciting sculpts for Lucid Eye Publications and Footsore 

Miniatures and Games. 

Entitled HarrowHyrst, Trish’s own range of miniatures have 

recently been released via Footsore Miniatures and Games. 

With models including minotaurs and griffons, with much in 

between, lending themselves wonderfully well to inclusion 

within many armies of Shadows of Centralis, in the first of a 

two-part special feature, we take a look at Trish’s superb 

collection. 
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Models of particular interest to Shadows of Centralis players 

of Fiends are Trish’s highly impressive minotaurs, of which a 

choice of two are currently available. 

 

‘Two Axe the Minotaur’. Copyright: Trish Carden/ Footsore Miniatures and 
Games. 
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In line with the HarrowHyrst collection as a whole, these 

minotaur models are produced in a high-quality resin, and 

each come with a round MDF base. Standing at 

approximately 60mm tall (to the top of the model’s head), 

each of these superbly detailed figures is bulging with 

muscular menace. Such is Trish’s ability to capture the many 

nuances of facial expression, these miniatures possess 

visages which offer no doubt as to the creature’s 

unquenchable bloodlust.  

 

‘Two Axe the Minotaur’. Copyright: Trish Carden/ Footsore Miniatures and 
Games. 
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Within games of Shadow of Centralis, players of Elves and 

Hag Elves have access to griffons. A fusion of lion and eagle, 

these monstrous creatures, with their powerful wings, 

provide highly adaptable ferocity, able to terrorise foes in the 

air as well as on the ground. Forming one of the eighteen 

models of Trish’s HarrowHyrst set, her model griffon is a 

superb example of the sculptor’s enthusiasm for 

cryptozoology mixed with dynamic design. Tearing down 

from the heavens, with its huge, wide-open beak and its 

razor-sharp, outstretched talons, this model perfectly 

captures the terrifying, yet graceful, power of a griffon.  

 

‘Mockmoon the Griffin’. Copyright: Trish Carden/ Footsore Miniatures and 
Games. 
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‘Mockmoon the Griffin’. Copyright: Trish Carden/ Footsore Miniatures and 
Games. 
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‘Mockmoon the Griffin’. Copyright: Trish Carden/ Footsore Miniatures and 
Games. 
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Trish Carden: I’ve long wanted to do my own little range of 

figures. Once the decision was made, I couldn’t think of any 

better collaboration than with Footsore Miniatures and 

Games. Their manager Mark Farr and I worked together for 

quite a while at GW, and he was a big part of the success of 

Marauder Miniatures when he became our salesman and 

good friend. I’d done some sculpting for Footsore after I left 

GW, making some creatures for the Mortal Gods Mythic 

Kickstarter and was very impressed with the quality of the 

castings. The whole team there work really hard to make 

the best casts possible and their customer service is also 

really good.  

It was a no-brainier, really, Mark and I were destined to join 

forces again and bring HarrowHyrst into the world! We’ve 

been delighted with the reception it’s had and I’m enjoying 

working on the next releases. Hopefully, with my sculpting 

and Footsore’s excellent production, there will be plenty 

more beasties yet to come. Oh, and of course I do have to 

say that Mark makes a great cuppa and is a lovely person! 

 

‘Rootle the Boar’. Copyright: Trish Carden/ Footsore Miniatures and Games. 
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Mark Farr: Trish and I go ‘way back’ to Marauder 
Miniatures, I worked for Games workshop and had the 
chance to go and join Trish and Aly Morrison (as they were 
then) as their salesman/ mail-order man. This was great for 
me as I was literally working next door to the sculptors - this 
didn’t happen at GW as the production/ sales/ admin were 
based at the Eastwood site and the ‘Design Studio’ was in 
Nottingham. As Marauder was still small and growing, once 
I had picked the mail-orders, this gave me time to go and 
chat with Trish and Aly and see what they were working on. 
It was very exciting for me to see the whole process and 
watch the pair of them turn ‘green stuff’ into actual 
miniatures - they did try to teach me how to sculpt but I had 
no talent for it and decided sticking to painting what they 
produced was the best way forward for me! 
 
When I went to work for Trish and Aly, they had already put 
out ranges of figures which were, as you would expect, full 
of character and detail but the challenge was they were 
‘generic’, and this was at the time Warhammer Armies (WH 
Armies was the precursor of the individual Army Books we 
would come to know and love) was out and GW was 
starting to codify what different armies looked like. So, we 
set about using Warhammer Armies as our guide. We went 
through the Citadel range to see what was missing, and 
there was a lot, and then went through the army book to 
see what Trish and Aly fancied making to fill out the list. 
 
In those days, most armies could have monsters and it was 
the same monster list for the armies, so Trish (obviously 
being the master monster maker) made everything from 
chimeras to eagles and, if they could be ridden, made riders 
for them as well, which got us off to a great start.  
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Trish and Aly decided which troop types they wanted to 
make between them, and this allowed us to start putting 
out ‘troop types’ for Warhammer (at the time GW was 
riding the 40K wave and most of its sculptors were tied up 
with that, so Warhammer was a bit under supported by 
Games Workshop), so we could make Iron Breakers, 
Hammerers, Longbeards, etc. 
 
We were allowed to be in the GW stores, and I would talk 
to them every week and, as well as taking orders, they were 
a great source of information as the managers were happy 
to tell us which ranges were selling for them (it varied from 
store to store) and what their customers were asking for. 
Trish and Aly’s sculpting skills, using Warhammer Armies as 
a guide, and getting positive feedback from the GW stores 
and independent retail stores was a recipe for success, and 
Marauder Miniatures kept growing. 
 
Moving on, I had a chance to work with GW again, which I 
took, and Marauder was eventually absorbed back into the 
‘Design Studio’. Jumping years forward, I and my friend 
Andy Hobday were running Footsore Miniatures, and I 
heard that Trish was retiring from GW, so I got in touch to 
say hello and to see what her future plans were. Trish had 
plenty of plans for her retirement, but I convinced her to 
make me some monsters for our game Mortal Gods. Mortal 
Gods was set in Ancient Greece, with various states fighting 
it out for dominance, and it was a huge success for 
Footsore. One of the first questions we got asked was, 
“Where was Jason and the Argonauts and all the monsters.” 
We decided to do a ‘Mythic supplement’ and take it to 
Kickstarter, and I asked Trish if she would make the 
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monsters for me - and not only did she say “yes,” I think she 
has made me some fantastic monsters. 
 
At the same time, Trish has a large following and they have 
been asking her to make more ‘stuff’, and she also has 
ranges of miniatures she would like to make, so we agreed 
that Footsore would manufacture and sell her ranges for 
her so she could concentrate on what she wants to do. So, 
we have launched the HarrowHyrst range with Trish, and 
the response has been ‘enthusiastic’ to say the least! Trish 
and I have discussed upcoming ranges and models (I am 
sure you have seen the WIPs for the Forest Wyrm) and 
there is a lot more to come, and we here at Footsore will be 
here to support her all the way as she forges her own 
‘brand’. 
 
 

 
‘Dimble the Unicorn’. Copyright: Trish Carden/ Footsore Miniatures and 
Games. 
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‘Cyclops’. Copyright: Trish Carden/ Footsore Miniatures and Games 

In games of Shadows of Centralis, players of Goblins, Orcs 

and Servants of Extinction have access to Monsters units 

which include Giants. Standing at 105mm tall, bearing a tree 

trunk club in his mighty hand, and with his oversized body 

rippling with an otherworldly strength, Trish’s Cyclops model 

is ideal for using as a Giant unit. As with the rest of the 

HarrowHyrst range, this figure is produced in resin, and 

comes complete with a circular MDF base. 
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Current HarrowHyrst collection: 

• Blatherskite the Treeman 

• Broch the Bear 

• Cyclops 

• Dimble the Unicorn 

• Grume the Goblin 

• Gurn the Goblin 

• Heartwood the Treeman Elder 

• Hydra 

• Minotaur 

• Mizzle the Marsh Wyrm 

• Mockmoon the Griffin 

• Nipperkin the Dragon 

• Nubbin the Branchling 

• Pobblebonk the Frog 

• Rootle the Boar 

• Slickenside the Wolf 

• Thrawn the Three Headed Hound 

• Two Axe the Minotaur 

Footsore Miniatures and Games 

Website: www.footsoreminiatures.co.uk  
Facebook: www.facebook.com/FootsoreMiniatures 
 
Trish Carden’s HarrowHyrst Miniatures 

Website: www.footsoreminiatures.co.uk/collections/harrowhyrst 

Trish Carden Miniatures and Design 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/TrishCardenminiaturesanddesign 

http://www.facebook.com/FootsoreMiniatures/
https://footsoreminiatures.co.uk/collections/harrowhyrst
http://www.facebook.com/TrishCardenminiaturesanddesign
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DUNGEON MASTER: TALKING WITH ALAN MERRETT 

(PART 1) 

With his Citadel Miniatures/ Games Workshop career 

spanning an impressive four decades, during which time he 

worked on a plethora of game systems, models, and 

publications, Alan Merrett is one of wargaming’s most 

experienced and highly knowledgeable individuals. Often 

working behind the scenes, following an unsuccessful stint 

with Nottingham University, where he studied Zoology, 

Alan’s first position with Citadel Miniatures was as a 

miniatures caster, then, within a few short weeks he was 

promoted to Production Manager.  

Promotion followed promotion for Alan as, after just one 

year with the company, he was made Factory Manager. 

Then, in the mid-1980’s through to the late-1990’s, Alan’s 

responsibilities grew further as he entered into senior 

management with the Games Workshop Design Studio. With 

hands-on experience, overseeing product strategy and 

design, playing a key role in the production of the company’s 

models, books, and more, Alan’s numerous tasks also 

included photography, illustrations, briefing designers, and 

much more besides.  

An integral part of Games Workshop’s higher management, 

over the years that followed, Alan’s career progressed 

further. He was promoted to Design Director, then moved 

onto become Intellectual Property Director. In 2002, Alan 

was made Head of Intellectual Property, working as senior 

advisor to the Head of New Business Development, before 

retiring in 2016. 
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Hailing from Patchway, a small suburb of Bristol and home of 

aerospace innovation, Alan grew up with a love of nature, 

animals, and Airfix plastic soldiers. Saving his pocket money, 

enthusiastically collecting boxes of British Paratroopers, 

Afrika Korps, Ancient Britons, and more, Alan immersed 

himself in the world of toy soldiers. Then, leafing through an 

issue of Military Modelling magazine, a superb magazine 

which was first published in 1971, Alan’s interest in 

wargaming was piqued. Soon, Alan was familiarising himself 

with H.G. Wells’ Little Wars, along with the rulesets of the 

prolific Donald Featherstone. 

Several years later (1978), upon securing himself a place at 

Nottingham University, where he planned to study Zoology, 

Alan moved to Nottingham. His time here was short-lived, 

though, as a consequence of prioritising games of Dungeons 

& Dragons ahead of his university studies, Alan was “politely 

asked to leave” the university. 

Alan Merrett: I did have a keen interest in animals growing 

up. If I was asked what I wanted to be when I grew up, my 

answer would be zookeeper. As I got older, this morphed 

into a general desire to work in nature conservation. So, I 

just went with the flow and ended up going to university to 

study Zoology. Something of a mistake because I didn’t 

enjoy the course at all. I actually spent most of my time at 

university running a D&D campaign! I only lasted a year 

and, after messing up my exams, found myself out of work 

during the worst period of unemployment the UK had 

experienced since before the war! Nowadays, I’m a keen 

birdwatcher and general wildlife enthusiast - so the passion 

for animals never left me.  
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Founded in 1939, Airfix was created by Nicholas Kove, a 

Hungarian-British businessman who had served as a cavalry 

officer of the Austro-Hungarian army in the First World War. 

Initially, it was Kove’s aim to manufacture rubber toys. A pioneer 

of plastic injection moulding, by the 1950’s, Kove had switched his 

focus to producing historical models. Following the release of 

Airfix’s model aeroplane, the Supermarine Spitfire Mk I, in 1955, 

the company was soon manufacturing a wide range of historical 

model soldiers. 

When I was a little lad (it was the mid-1960’s and I’d have 

been, maybe, seven or eight years old), my mum bought me 

and my elder brother two boxes of Airfix plastic figures. I 

was instantly hooked. We played with them incessantly, 

and I scrimped and saved to buy more. My brother became 

very interested in aircraft model kits, so I got introduced to 

the world of model building and related hobbies. I got to 

know of, and purchased, my first Military Modelling 

magazine. This introduced me to the concept of adults 

collecting, painting, and playing wargames with toy 

soldiers.  

I must have been around twelve years old when I walked 

into the Tuesday lunchtime wargames club at school for the 

first time. My heart sank! It was full of lads from the years 

above me. I was convinced that they would tell me to 

bugger off! But they didn’t! Instead they welcomed me in, 

enthusiastically showed me their armies of painted metal 

Napoleonic figures, and gave me a copy of the rules they 

used! I now had new things to spend all my paper round 

money on - metal wargames miniatures and Humbrol 

paints!  
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The Wargames Research Group (WRG) was founded in 1969 by Phil 

Barker, Bob O’Brien, and Ed Smith. Covering 1000 B.C. to 500 A.D., 

the first set of rules of the Wargames Research Group quickly 

became the ‘go to’ system for the National Wargames 

Championships. A few years after their initial publication (1969), 

the Society of Ancients adopted these rules. Such was their 

popularity amongst wargamers, during the 1970’s and 1980’s, the 

British-based Wargames Research Group created what were widely 

regarded as some of the finest set of historical wargaming rulesets.  

When it came to toy soldiers and wargaming, Alan’s first love 

was the for all things historical, especially the Ancient period. 

Then, courtesy of the appendix of one of Wargames Research 

Group’s set of rules, Alan discovered the wonders of fantasy 

wargaming. The opportunity to put his enthusiasm for the 

fantastical worlds of authors such as Michael Moorcock and 

J.R.R. Tolkien into tabletop warfare and adventures was one 

which Alan took with relish, much to the derision of his 

historical wargaming friends. 

Alan Merrett: My early interest in toy soldiers and 

wargaming was entirely focussed on historical periods. The 

big one for me was always Napoleonics, which most of the 

wargaming at the school club featured. But we played 

games in other periods. I played quite a lot of Colonial 

skirmish games (late 19th century, low figure count, 

invariably British Empire forces against the natives). 

Towards the end of my school life we were playing World 

War I aerial games, 1:72 scale plastic airplane kits mounted 

on four-foot-tall wooden dowels. The height and attitude of 

the planes could be adjusted accordingly, creating a 

spectacular illusion of aerial combat! Great fun!  
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Alan Merrett. Photo copyright: from the personal collection of Alan 
Merrett. 

We played other periods as well, but never the other great 

love of my early wargaming life - Ancients! I was totally 

obsessed with the Ancient period and the first metal 

wargames figures I bought were some Ancient Egyptian 

bowmen. I yearned to play Ancient games and planned 

dozens of imaginary armies - actually built a very large 
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Ancient Briton army - but no-one at the club showed any 

interest.  

The most popular Ancient rules at that time (late-1970’s) 

were those published by the Wargames Research Group. I 

always purchased the latest edition of these rules so that I 

would be properly up to speed when I found other people 

to play against. One edition had a curious appendix, 

detailing some rules amendments for playing fantasy 

games! I was very intrigued by this, even bought some of 

the Middle-Earth figures that Minifigs of Southampton had 

just started to release.  

One of my contemporaries at school appeared at the 

wargames club for the first time with a copy of the rules 

and some elves and goblins. We played a couple of times - 

hashing the rules badly because neither of us had ever 

played before! My fellow clubmates were not impressed - 

mercilessly poking fun at the rules (wizards can turn into 

frogs!) and at our paltry little armies (we couldn’t afford to 

buy entire armies). Fairly typical reaction to fantasy gaming 

by historical gamers at the time, I’m afraid.  

I had another very good friend, John, who I’d known for 

almost my whole life. His elder brother had a huge stack of 

old Marvel comics I loved to read. John loved fantasy 

literature and through the years he had introduced me to 

Conan, Elric, The Gormenghast Trilogy, and loads of other 

stuff. One day, he invited me to play this new game he had 

picked up at the local comic/ science-fiction book shop. It 

was D&D! The two of us played through a simple dungeon, 

instantly decided that we had to get our other friends to 
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play and that we needed miniatures to do it properly! So, 

we went on to play it all the time. I supplied the minis - a 

mixture of Roman Gladiators, Minifigs’ Middle-Earth 

models and various other knights, warriors, and oddities.  

Based in Southampton, England, Neville Dickinson founded Minifigs 

in 1964. Soon afterwards, a young sculptor by the name of Dick 

Higgs was on board. Initially focussing on historical figures, Minifigs 

quickly expanded due to the popularity of their models. By the mid-

1970’s, Minifigs held a presence in both the U.K. and U.S.A. It was 

around this time when Minifigs introduced a wide selection of 

fantasy figures into their catalogue of models.  

The company’s Mythical Earth range was centred around the works 

of J.R.R. Tolkien. In the late-1970’s, Minifigs expanded their fantasy 

range with the introduction of their Valley of the Four Winds 

figures. 

In 2009, Caliver Books, one of the stockists of Shadows of Centralis, 

purchased Minifigs, and Minifig models are available as part of 

Matchlock Miniatures. 

 

Alan’s ‘Star Wars: Legion’ models (copyright: Atomic Mass Games). Photo 
copyright: Alan Merrett. 
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Alan Merrett enjoying another of his interests, playing the drums. Photo 
copyright: Alan Merrett  

“My four big hobbies are toy soldiers, Marvel Comics, 

birdwatching and drumming!” Alan Merrett 
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Alan’s ‘Cyclops’ model (copyright: Trish Carden/ Footsore Miniatures and 
Games). Photo copyright: Alan Merrett. 
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One of Alan’s ‘Star Wars: Legion’ models (copyright: Atomic Mass Games). 
Photo copyright: Alan Merrett. 
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Alan’s ‘Star Wars: Legion’ models (copyright: Atomic Mass Games). Photo 
copyright: Alan Merrett. 

Forming George Lucas’ original Star Wars trilogy, Star Wars 

was released in 1977, followed by The Empire Strikes Back 

(1980) and Return of the Jedi (1983). 
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One of Alan’s ‘Warhammer Age of Sigmar’ models (copyright: Games 
Workshop). Photo copyright: Alan Merrett. 
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One of Alan’s ‘Warhammer Age of Sigmar’ models (copyright: Games 
Workshop). Photo copyright: Alan Merrett. 
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I grew up loving to read science-fiction and fantasy books. I 

must have read The Hobbit multiple times but reading The 

Lord of the Rings for the first time left a permanent imprint 

on me. As I got older, I found, and read, more fantasy books 

(and as I said, my mate John introduced me to loads). There 

was precious little fantasy to be had anywhere else - no T.V. 

shows or films of any note. D&D was a way to unlock all of 

the stored imagery and excitement in our minds that we 

had accumulated through all that reading. It provided an 

outlet of creativity like no other. And, for me, it embraced 

and included toy soldiers! A winning combination! 

Often referred to as D&D, Dungeons and Dragons was the 

brainchild of Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson. First released via TSR, 

Inc (of which Gary Gygax was a co-founder) in 1974, Dungeons and 

Dragons quickly established itself as a dynamic and popular 

tabletop fantasy role-playing game. 

As Dungeons and Dragons began to amass a growing fanbase, other 

role-playing games began to enter into the marketplace. Often 

serving as competition to the Dungeons and Dragons system and 

respective publications, games such as Tunnels and Trolls, Empire 

of the Petal Throne, Chivalry and Sorcery, Traveller, and RuneQuest 

also gained the attention of role-players.  

Finding himself incompatible with university life, far too busy 

with games of Dungeons and Dragons, Alan’s time with 

Nottingham University came to an end after just one year. 

With thoughts of his further education, for the time being, 

placed to one side, Alan now considered his options with 

regards to finding employment. At the time, under the 

charge of Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative government, the 

U.K. was experiencing some of its worst unemployment 
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levels in recent memory, making the task of finding a means 

to meeting his rent demands even more difficult. 

Alan Merrett: University wasn’t great for me, academically. 

Having spent most of my time writing and running a 

massive D&D campaign, I had little chance, or inclination, to 

go to lectures! So, after one year, I was politely asked to 

leave. I decided to hang about in Nottingham, rather than 

go home to Bristol, and work for a year until I could go back 

to studying (at another university, maybe). Trouble was 

unemployment was at an all-time high and finding a job 

was near impossible.  

Co-founded by Bryan Ansell in the mid-1970’s, Asgard Miniatures 

was a forerunner of the design and production of fantasy, science-

fiction, and historical metal miniatures. A few years later, Ansell, in 

collaboration with Games Workshop, created Citadel Miniatures. 

Citadel Miniatures was later absorbed into Games Workshop. 

I used to go to the old Asgard store in Nottingham at 

weekends to play games and hang out with other gamers. I 

did a little bit of work at the store during the week - packing 

miniatures into little plastic bags with card headers. I was 

‘paid’ in castings, so it wasn’t really helping me to pay rent 

or buy food. I needed a real job. One of the chaps I played 

games with at the store, the splendid ‘Slim’ Parsons, 

worked at Citadel Miniatures in Newark-on-Trent. He knew 

I wanted a job and asked me if I wanted him to talk to his 

boss about a job at Citadel. I said that would be great - not 

really thinking there would be a job going. Slim came back 

to me with good news - I could start work on Monday!  
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So, I turned up at the Citadel unit on the following Monday 

morning, I was introduced to Bryan Ansell and immediately 

set to work sitting by an automatic casting machine and 

shown how to open the moulds and remove the castings 

within! The pay wasn’t great, but I loved it! Here I was 

opening moulds and filling boxes with masses of really cool, 

shiny new toy soldiers. For the first time in my life I learned 

how white metal miniatures were made. This was an 

overcast day in April 1980, the die was cast, the next 36 

years of my life was determined that day! 

Initially, Alan’s role with Citadel Miniatures/ Games 

Workshop was centred around the production of the 

company’s metal miniatures. Working closely with model 

moulds, familiarising himself with the casting process, Alan 

was also responsible for stock control, handling customer 

orders, and arranging deliveries. As with the company as a 

whole, Alan’s time with Citadel Miniatures/ Games 

Workshop was set for rapid progress. 

Alan Merrett: It was a business that grew from an annual 

turnover of a few thousand pounds to one with an annual 

turnover in the millions - from being a little partnership to 

being listed on the London Stock market. There was no 

rulebook for how to do this - we had to work it out as we 

went along!  

 

 

To be continued…
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS ARMY FOCUS: HAG ELVES 

The antithesis of their once virtuous roots, crazed, drug-
fuelled hag elves are evil-hearted warriors who revel in the 
bloody carnage of war. Quick of pace and expert killers, an 
army of Hag Elves is a fearsome force. Evidence of their 
frequent drug use, many Hag Elves units come with special 
rules, including Chicoi Stimulants, Confidence 
Enhancers and Dutch Courage. 

Be it on foot or mounted on a horse, pegasus or dragon, a 

Hag Elf Lord forms the army’s General unit. Equally proficient 

in close quarters fighting and missile warfare, with multiple 

Attacks and Hand-to-Hand (H-t-H) and Shooting (S) values 

both weighing in at 4+, a Hag Elf Lord is a character to be 

much feared on the field on battle. A Hag Elf Lord and Hag Elf 

Lord on Horse unit has the Inspiring and Chicoi Stimulants 

special rules, while a Hag Elf Lord on Pegasus has the 

additional Fly special rule. Most powerful of all Hag Elf Lord 

units is the Hag Elf Lord on Dragon, though at 110 VP, it is 

also the most expensive in terms of Victory Points. A Hag Elf 

Lord on Dragon unit benefits from the Inspiring, Breathe Fire, 

Terrifying, Extra-Large Target, Fly and Chicoi Stimulants 

special rules. 

A Hag Elves army can include up to three Champions units, 

options include a Hag Elf Champion, Hag Elf Champion on 

Horse, Hag Elf Champion on Griffon, Hag Elf Fixer, and Hag Elf 

Motivator. On foot, horseback or upon a monstrous griffon, a 

Hag Elf Champion excels in Hand-to-Hand Combat and 

Shooting. As standard, a Hag Elf Champion (on foot or 
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mounted on a horse) has the Chicoi Stimulants special rule. A 

Hag Elf Champion on Griffon holds the Fear, Large Target, Fly 

and Chicoi Stimulants special rules. However the Hag Elf 

Champion unit is fielded, it can be granted the Battle 

Standard special rule at a cost of an additional +5 Victory 

Points (VP). Though possessing a Durability (D) value of only 

8+, both a Hag Elf Fixer and Hag Elf Motivator possess useful 

special rules; a Hag Elf Fixer has the Medic special rule, while 

a Hag Elf Motivator carries the Encouraging special rule. 

Possessing the Dutch Courage special rule, Mages, on foot or 
mounted upon a horse or unicorn, make up the Magic Users 
units of a Hag Elves army. With a Magic (Mg) value of 5+, Hag 
Elf Mages are highly proficient wizards. In addition to having 
access to the General Magic Spells List of Shadows of 
Centralis, a player of Hag Elves can also use spells such as 
Bliss and Hallucinatory Horrors from the Hag Elves Magic 
Spells List. 

A reflection of their limited number, elven units tend to be 
smaller than other forces, Foot Troops units are in blocks of 5 
or 10, while Mounted Troops are in blocks of 5 only. The 
cornerstone of a Hag Elves army are units of Hag Elf 
Spearmen, Hag Elf Archers, and Hag Elf Crossbowmen. 
Complete with their great swords or great axes, 
and Confidence Enhancers and Fear special rules, Knight of 
N’kish are the most brutal foot soldiers of an army of Hag 
Elves. 

With regards to Mounted Troops options, a Hag Elves player 
can consider Hag Elf Horse Riders and hard-hitting Hag Elf 
Cataphracts. Hag Elf Horse Riders, each armed with a bow 
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and a sword, can make Attacks in Hand-to-Hand Combat (2) 
and Shooting (1), though their Durability (D) value is a less 
than solid 7+. Though Hag Elf Cataphracts have no Attacks in 
Shooting, they have 2 each in Hand-to-Hand Combat, whilst 
armed with lances, and holding a Durability (D) value of 4+. 

Hag elves tend to field limited number of monsters, units of 
Giant Kites make up the considerations for Monsters units. 
With a Movement (M) value of 15, and holding the Fly special 
rule, Giant Kites can often serve well when tasked with 
interrupting enemy lines or picking off diminished units. 
Meanwhile, Machines of War units for Hag Elves include Hag 
Elf Horse Chariots and Hag Elf Ballistae. 

When it comes to choosing models to represent Hag Elves, 

players have many different model manufacturers to 

consider. Mantic and North Star Military Figures, 

respectively, have extensive ranges of elven models. Other 

companies worth investing include Warmonger Miniatures, 

Diehard Miniatures, and RPE Miniatures & Games. 

For those players who enjoy converting models, another 

model manufacturer to consider is Gripping Beast. Often 

preferring crossbows ahead of bows and arrows, players of 

Hag Elves can find a range of crossbow components to 

consider within Gripping Beast’s vast collection of separate 

weapon pieces. Meanwhile, with a little converting, many of 

Gripping Beast’s crossbowmen figures led themselves well be 

being fielded within units of Hag Elf Crossbowmen. 

Having turned from the virtuous teachings of the goddess 

Dagnr, instead choosing to follow the dark paths laid out by 

gods such as N’kish and Taranix, Hag Elves revel in bloody 
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carnage upon the field of battle. Leering and grinning with 

sinister menace, typically depicting foul demons, Hag Elves, 

particularly Knights of N’kish and Hag Elf Cataphracts, often 

enter the fray wearing battle masks or ornate helmets. When 

converting models to represent these masked warriors, 

players of Hag Elves may wish to look at Gripping Beast’s 

Druzhina and Cataphract models. 

 

‘Elf Sword Bearer #1’. Copyright: RPE Miniatures & Games. 
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‘Elf Sword Bearer #2’. Copyright: RPE Miniatures & Games. 

 

‘Elf shield #3 studded with boss’. Copyright: RPE Miniatures & Games. 
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‘Barbaric Shield Large #1 – hands’. Copyright: RPE Miniatures & Games. 

Further information on hag elves, as well as the complete 

Hag Elves Army List, can be found in the Shadows of Centralis 

book, which is available for purchase via Amazon, Gripping 

Beast Ltd, Diehard Miniatures, Lucid Eye Publications, The 

Little Soldier Company, and Caliver Books. 

Shadows of Centralis, out now! 
 
Amazon: www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL  
Gripping Beast Ltd:  www.grippingbeast.co.uk  
Diehard Miniatures: www.diehardminiatures.com   
Lucid Eye Publications: www.lucideyepublications.com  
The Little Soldier Company: www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk  
Caliver Books: www.caliverbooks.com  

http://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL
http://www.grippingbeast.co.uk/
http://www.diehardminiatures.com/
http://www.lucideyepublications.com/
http://www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk/
http://www.caliverbooks.com/
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N’KISH (God of the Fiends) 

“Through hoof and paw, through tooth and claw, the Fiends shall inherit 

the Orb!” War cry of the Fiends. 

’kish, often called the Beast God or Jackal God, bears 

two faces, a man’s face to his front and a canine face 

on the back. With his twisted body a sickening 

amalgamation of beastly, demonic, and human aspects, 

N’kish is a merciless and bloodthirsty god who inspires acts of 

extreme violence among his animalistic followers. 

Though he has two arms and two legs, N’kish moves as a 

quadruped, walking upon all fours as he roams his ugly 

palace which is strewn with gnawed bones and flesh-stripped 

carcasses. Inherently evil, his dwelling is adorned with crude 

and gruesome decoration, and the air is thick with the fetid 

aroma of raw meat and excrement.  

Surrounded by a menagerie of grotesque creatures, some 

human, others half-human-half-beast with cloven hoofs, 

webbed feet, rodent-like tails, and parodical wings, N’kish 

governs his ethereal kingdom with a ferocious and 

uncompromising temper. Seemingly devoid of empathy, 

N’kish is one of the cruellest gods, whose ferocious nature is 

imprinted onto the souls of his servants on the Orb, his 

frenzied hatred courses through their veins. 

Breathing dark life into a strange, enchanted horn, with an 

intense bloodlust, the merciless N’kish takes enormous 

pleasure from leading his loathsome spiritual servants in the 

savage hunting of enslaved souls who suffer a perpetual cycle 

of recurring death.

N 
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TARANIX (God of the Yalif) 

“Through crushed bone and spilled blood, we will conquer the lands in the 

name of Taranix.” Prayer of the Yalif. 

owerful, arrogant, and quick tempered, Taranix 

possesses the exaggerated muscular physique of a 

man, whilst bearing heavy hoofed feet and two 

snorting, equine-looking heads. His chest daubed with bloody 

arcane symbols, grisly trophies of war hanging from his huge 

wooden shield, and a mighty axe in hand, Taranix is the 

epitome of violence.  

Perched on top of the countless cyclopean towers that pierce 

the dark and lugubrious landscape, with eager eyes, and 

mouths salivating, savage winged horrors are the unhallowed 

sentries of Taranix’s multidimensional spiritual realm.  

Seated upon the huge marble throne of his dimly lit 

cavernous chambers, its floor decorated with carved 

malevolent sigils and dark seals, Taranix craves rampage and 

pillage. Attended by his chittering bestial familiars, Taranix’s 

brutal magical powers lack subtly as he manipulates the 

weather of the Orb to create raging storms and destructive 

earthquakes.  

Eyeing advanced technologies with bitter contempt, Taranix 

favours brute force over diplomacy, and is prone to 

impetuous outbursts. Taking great delight from seeing his 

followers maraud and harass enemy lands, Taranix gifts his 

believers with heightened levels of ferocity and added 

strength.  

P 
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS: DAMNED CHAMPIONS 

Outcast sections of various human factions, along with an 

assorted menagerie of other much maligned creatures, the 

Damned are a legion of the diseased and disfigured, the 

persecuted and plagued. From their underground, 

labyrinthine domain of Sanctuarium Ultionis, under the 

guidance of their god, T’Zor, the Damned possess an 

unquenchable vengeance on those who have wronged then. 

In games of Shadows of Centralis, a Damned army can 

include up to two Champions units, options include a Key of 

Damnation, a Key of Damnation on Giant Rat, and Damned 

Demon. Vengeance-ridden and fuelled with desire for 

disease, these units each come with various special rules, as 

T'Zor teaches, “To be diseased is to be blessed.” 

At a cost of 40 Victory Points (VP), a Key of Damnation wears 

heavy armour and carries a shield, this, along with a 

supernatural toughness, afford the unit a Durability (D) value 

of 6+. Possessing 2 Attacks (A) in Hand-to-Hand Combat, with 

a Hand-to-Hand (H-t-H) value of 4+, and armed with an axe, 

hammer, or sword, a Key of Damnation can wreak havoc 

when in close combat with smaller units. Further to this, the 

unit possesses the Poison special rule. 

Riding atop an enormous, chittering rodent, a Key of 

Damnation on Giant Rat costs 50 Victory Points (VP). Holding 

the same Hand-to-Hand (H-t-H) value as its non-mounted 

counterpart, a Key of Damnation on Giant Rat has an 

additional Attack (A) and better Durability (D) value. 

Meanwhile, on foot or mounted, a Key of Damnation can be 
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granted the Battle Standard special rule for an addition +5 

Victory Points (VP). 

Key of Damnation 

 M A H-
t-
H 

S Mg C W D VP 

Key of 
Damnation 

5 2/ - 4+ 4+ - 4+ 2 6+ 40/ 
45* 

Equipment: Wearing heavy armour, and carrying a shield, a Key of 

Damnation is armed with an axe, hammer, or sword. Special Rules: A Key 

of Damnation has the Poison special rule. *A Key of Damnation can be 

granted the Battle Standard special rule at a cost of an additional +5 VP. 

Key of Damnation on Giant Rat 

 M A H-
t-
H 

S Mg C W D VP 

Key of 
Damnation on 
Giant Rat 

10 3/ - 4+ 4+ - 4+ 3 5+ 50/ 
55* 

Equipment: Mounted on a giant rat, wearing heavy armour, and carrying a 

shield, a Key of Damnation on Giant Rat is armed with an axe, hammer, or 

sword. Special Rules: A Key of Damnation on Giant Rat has the Poison 

special rule. *A Key of Damnation on Giant Rat can be granted the Battle 

Standard special rule at a cost of an additional +5 VP. 

Damned Demon 

 M A H-
t-
H 

S Mg C W D VP 

Damned 
Demon 

6 2/ - 5+ 5+ - 4+ 3 6+ 50 

Equipment: A Damned Demon is armed with a great axe or great sword. 

Special Rules: A Damned Demon has the Inspiring and Fly special rules.  
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Armed with a great axe or great sword, possessing the 

Inspiring and Fly special rules, though a Damned Demon is a 

lightly less proficient fighter than a Key of Damnation, it is 

still a formidable opponent. With its special rules, a Damned 

Demon can prove an important tactical talent on the 

tabletop, too. 

“He is us. We are Him. Our vengeance is boundless.” Taken from ‘The Book 

of T’Zor’ by Master Scribe and Chief Advisor to the Court of the Damned, 

Rupert the Repulsive. 

Many different models can be used to represent these 

Champions units of the Damned. Meanwhile, these units also 

provide countless conversion opportunities. With a rich 

history which dates back to the mid-1970’s, boasting 

thousands of metal miniatures, one model manufacturer well 

worth investigation when looking to field units of Damned 

Champions is RPE Miniatures & Games. 

 

‘Plague Knight’. Copyright: RPE Miniatures & Games. 
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‘Demon Warrior #1’. Copyright: RPE Miniatures & Games. 

Sculpted by hobby veterans, Chaz Elliott, and Bob Olley, 

respectively, RPE’s Plague Knight and Demon Warrior figures 

are ideal for using as Keys of Damnation and Damned 

Demons. Characterful and highly detailed, these models are 

just some of the several figures by each respective sculptor 

and available via RPE Miniatures & Games.  

RPE Miniatures & Games 

Website: www.ralparthaeurope.co.uk 
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‘Demon Warrior #2’. Copyright: RPE Miniatures & Games. 

Further information on the T’Zor-worshipping Damned, as 

well as the complete Damned Army List, can be found in the 

Shadows of Centralis book. Free to download Damned Magic 

Cards and a sample Damned Army List can be found on the 

Shadows of Centralis website. 

Shadows of Centralis 

Website: www.shadowsofcentralis.com 

http://www.shadowsofcentralis.com/
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GRIPPING BEAST: DARK AGE CAVALRY REVIEW 

 

Well into its third decade of operation, Gripping Beast are a 

powerhouse of model manufacturing who recently acquired 

Front Rank Figurines; a move which further bolsters the 

company’s position as a leading provider of high-quality, 

highly detailed miniatures, backed with exceptional customer 

service. From the ancient period to medieval, from fantasy to 

World War I, World War II, and modern day, with much in 

between, such is the breadth of Gripping Beast’s miniatures 

catalogue, many of these models are ideally suited to games 

of Shadows of Centralis. 
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In last month’s issue, we reviewed Gripping Beast’s Dreng 

Warriors as we described how these miniatures can be 

fielded in games of Shadows of Centralis as Extinction 

Warriors of a Servants of Extinction army. This month, 

continuing with the Servants of Extinction aspect, we review 

Gripping Beast’s Dark Age Cavalry models. 

Sculpted by renowned modelmaker Bob Naismith, Gripping 

Beast’s Dark Age Cavalry, wild-looking, wearing light armour, 

and armed with an assortment of hand weapons, are ideal 

for using in games of Shadows of Centralis as Extinction 

Riders.  

Sold as part of Gripping Beast’s superb plastic range, 

packaged in the company’s trademark yellow and red boxes, 

each set of Dark Age Cavalry contains parts to assemble a 

total of twelve figures. Such are the optional extras within 

the set’s sprues, players will have more than enough 

components to arrange a selection of differently positioned 

models, with parts left over for future conversion projects. 

 

‘Dark Age Cavalry’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. Photo copyright: John 
Wombat. 
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Extinction Riders 

 M A H-t-
H 

S M
g 

C W D VP 

Extinction 
Riders – 
unit of 5 

10 2/ 1 
per 
model 

7+ 7+ - 6+ 2 per 
model 

6+ 40 

Equipment: Mounted on a horse, wearing light armour, and carrying a 

shield, each Extinction Rider is armed with a bow and an axe or sword. 

 M A H-t-
H 

S M
g 

C W D VP 

Extinction 
Riders – 
unit of 10 

10 2/ 1 
per 
model 

7+ 7+ - 6+ 2 per 
model 

6+ 80 

Equipment: Mounted on a horse, wearing light armour, and carrying a 

shield, each Extinction Rider is armed with a bow and an axe or sword. 

Detailed within the Shadows of Centralis book, players 

fielding a Servants of Extinction army can take Extinction 

Riders in blocks of 5 or 10. Like their foot soldier 

counterparts, in addition to being armed with an axe or 

sword, each Extinction Rider carries a bow, something 

Gripping Beast caters for in the form of their loose metal 

bows (available separately). 

 

‘Dark Age Cavalry’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. Photo copyright: John 
Wombat. 
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‘Dark Age Cavalry’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. Photo copyright: John 
Wombat. 
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‘Dark Age Cavalry’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. Photo copyright: John 
Wombat. 
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‘Dark Age Cavalry’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. Photo copyright: John 
Wombat. 

 

‘Dark Age Cavalry’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. Photo copyright: John 
Wombat. 
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‘Dark Age Cavalry’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. Photo copyright: John 
Wombat. 

 

‘Dark Age Cavalry’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. Photo copyright: John 
Wombat. 
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‘Dark Age Cavalry’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd.  

Such is their extensive selection of high-quality and highly 

versatile figures, many of which lend themselves wonderfully 

well to games of Shadows of Centralis, Shadows of Centralis 

Monthly Magazine looks forward to exploring further the 

models provided by Gripping Beast as we plan to review 

more of the manufacturer’s fabulous miniatures in future 

issues. 

For those yet to purchase their copy, while perusing their 

wide range of superb miniatures, visitors to Gripping Beast’s 

website can also purchase Shadows of Centralis (simply 

search ‘shadows of centralis’). 

Gripping Beast Ltd 

Website: www.grippingbeast.co.uk 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Gripping-Beast-196181460427546  

http://www.grippingbeast.co.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/Gripping-Beast-196181460427546
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THE LITTLE SOLDIER COMPANY: NEW RELEASES 

 

Available to order directly from their website, The Little 

Soldier Company have just released a selection of exciting, 

new terrain pieces. Including complete, multi-level temples, 

walkways, altars, and more. Many of these pieces are 

interchangeable, allowing for a range of buildings to be 

created. Produced in high-quality resin, and sculpted by 

Philip Page of Slug Industries, these superb, finely detailed 

models are ideal for using as terrain pieces within games of 

Shadows of Centralis. 
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Assembled terrain pieces. Copyright: The Little Soldier Company. 

 

Many terrain pieces are interchangeable. Copyright: The Little Soldier 
Company. 

In additional to a selection of highly versatile add-on pieces, 

comprising multiple sections, The Little Soldier Company 

offer three different complete temple types. With a choice of 

low and high stupas, two temples have stepped bases, while 

a third temple is without steps and is crowned with an 

ornately designed, decorated roof. 
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‘Walkway’. Copyright: The Little Soldier Company. 

 

‘Altar’. Copyright: The Little Soldier Company. 

Measured to the rooftops, The Little Soldier Company’s two 

stepped temples are approximately 250mm tall. Meanwhile, 

the company non-stepped temple stands approximately 

180mm tall (again, when measured to rooftop). The walkway 

sections are approximately 37mm high, 155mm long, and 

118mm deep. The altar is approximately 38mm high, 115mm 

long, and 45mm deep. Low stupas stand approximately 

29mm tall, while high stupas are approximately 40mm tall. 
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New terrain pieces. Copyright: The Little Soldier Company. 
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‘Altar’ and ‘The Dead God’. Copyright: The Little Soldier Company. 

One of the specially selected stockists of Shadows of 

Centralis, perfect for those yet to purchase their copy of the 

book, The Little Soldier Company also have a special offer for 

all purchases, each copy comes with a free metal Tenoch 

model sculpted by legendary modelmaker Kevin Adams. Full 

details of this unique offer can be found on The Little Soldier 

Company’s website. 

 

The Little Soldier Company  

Website: thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk  
Facebook: www.facebook.com/TheLittleSoldierCompany 

Shadows of Centralis via The Little Soldier Company: 

thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk/product/shadows-of-centralis 

http://www.facebook.com/TheLittleSoldierCompany
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“Turn your table into a real battlefield!” 

• Battle Mats 

• Terrain 

• Folding Gaming Table 

• Tabletop Games and Paints 

• 3D Print STL 

• Used Products 

• Worldwide Delivery 
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HORROR FIENDS: BORIS KARLOFF 

Following his appearance as Frankenstein’s monster in 

Universal Pictures’ Frankenstein in 1931, followed by Bride of 

Frankenstein (1935) and Son of Frankenstein (1939), Boris 

Karloff was an icon of early horror movies. Over the course of 

a sixty-year career, Karloff starred in hundreds of films and 

television shows, as well as featuring in numerous radio 

programmes and stage performances. Being, for many, the 

ultimate on-screen embodiment of Mary Shelley’s doomed 

creation, Frankenstein’s monster, this month’s Horror Fiends 

article focusses on Boris Karloff. 

 

Gloria Stuart and Boris Karloff. Promotional material for ‘The Old Dark 
House’, Universal Pictures, 1932. 
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Son of Edward John Pratt and Eliza Sara, Boris Karloff 

(William Henry Pratt) was born in Dulwich, Surrey on 23rd 

November 1887. The actual house where Karloff was born, 

36 Forest Hill Road, Dulwich, Surrey, now holds an English 

Heritage plaque to mark the significance of the property. As 

both of his parents died when he was a young child, Karloff 

was cared for by his older siblings. 

Bow-legged, possessing a stutter and lisp, the youngest of 

nine children, under his elder sibling’s charge Karloff first 

attended Enfield Grammar School, before entering into 

private education: becoming a pupil at Uppingham School, 

Merchant Taylors’ School, and then King’s College London. 

Despite his high-profile education, Karloff failed to graduate 

university, and travelled to Canada, where he found various 

odd jobs to support himself. 

Appearing in different theatrical productions, it was during 

his time in Canada when Karloff began, in earnest, to pursue 

a career in acting. His time in Canada was followed by a move 

to America. Forays into his chosen profession did not reap 

immediate success, though, and Karloff continued to support 

himself through all manner of physical jobs, such as digging 

ditches and laying railroad tracks. Once in Hollywood, Karloff 

appeared in several silent movies, before securing regular 

film roles throughout 1919, a momentum which continued 

throughout the 1920’s.  

Courted by film director John Whale, in 1931 Karloff starred 

in Frankenstein as Frankenstein’s monster. Produced by Carl 

Laemmle Jr., and distributed via Universal Pictures, this film 

adaptation of Mary Shelley’s 1818 novel, Frankenstein; or, 
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The Modern Prometheus, was, arguably, Karloff’s most 

physically demanding role so far. In addition to his heavy 

costume and platform boots, Karloff’s face wore the 

transformative special effects makeup created by cosmetics 

extraordinaire Jack Pierce; Universal Studios copyrighted 

their representation of the character. Frankenstein was an 

immediate box-office hit, spawning several sequel films. 

Much in demand, Karloff appeared in several films in 1932, 

including, amongst others, The Mask of Fu Manchu, and The 

Mummy. The following year, Karloff played the role of 

Professor Henry Morlant in the British horror film The Ghoul. 

Then, in 1934, Karloff co-starred with Bela Lugosi in a film 

adaptation of Edgar Allan Poe’s The Black Cat; the two actors 

appeared together in several films over the years.  

Again starring Karloff as Frankenstein’s monster, released in 

1935, Bride of Frankenstein, was the first of Universal’s 

Frankenstein follow-ups. Then, in 1939, Universal released 

Son of Frankenstein, again Karloff held the role of 

Frankenstein’s monster. Of the further sequels that followed, 

The Ghost of Frankenstein (1942) and Frankenstein Meets 

the Wolf Man (1943), Karloff was not involved. The release of 

House of Frankenstein in 1944 saw Karloff return, though this 

time he played the role of Dr. Gustav Niemann. 

By this time, Karloff had firmly established himself as one of 

horror film’s finest actors. Such was his public appeal, 

though, and in an effort to avoid being typecast, Karloff did 

appear in a number of other types of movies also, with 

genres including crime, action, and science-fiction.  
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Promotional material for ‘Frankenstein’, Universal Pictures, 1931. 
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Promotional material for ‘The Old Dark House’, Universal Pictures, 1932. 
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Promotional material for ‘The Ape’, Monogram Pictures, 1940. 
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Such was the ascendency of his star, in 1949 Karloff featured 

in an American radio and television anthology series entitled 

Starring Boris Karloff. Adapted for respective mediums, 

thirteen episodes of suspenseful and mystery-heavy drama 

were aired. Standout horror films which starred Karloff over 

the decade that followed included the Robert Louis 

Stevenson influenced The Strange Door, The Black Castle, 

Voodoo Island, and Frankenstein 1970. 

Intended as a twelve-episode television series in 1958, The 

Veil was an anthology of supernatural tales with Karloff 

serving as the show’s presenter, as well as occasional actor. 

Unfortunately, due to studio and production issues, the 

project was abandoned and was not aired as planned. 

Instead, years later, episodes were grouped together and 

made into three feature-length anthology films. 

Directed by Daniel Haller, released in 1965, starring Boris Karloff as 

Nahum Witley, Die, Monster, Die! is a science-fiction fused horror 

film inspired by H.P. Lovecraft’s The Colour Out of Space. 

In a similar vein as the unsuccessful The Veil, airing on 

American television between 1960 and 1962, Thriller was an 

anthology series of horror and crime stories in which Karloff 

served as presenter and sometimes actor. Continuing in his 

role as presenter, 1962 also saw Karloff host a British 

television anthology series entitled Out of This World, which 

featured various science-fiction stories, such as adaptations 

of books by John Wyndham and Isaac Asimov.  

Having returned to live in England in 1959, during the 1960’s, 

Karloff continued to appear in a number of horror films, 

including the likes of (the comedy slanted) The Raven, The 
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Terror, Die, Monster, Die! The Sorcerers, and The Cauldron of 

Blood.  

Throughout his life, Karloff had been a heavy smoker, which 

contributed to him being diagnosed with emphysema. Then, 

in 1968, Karloff contracted bronchitis and was hospitalised. 

Entering into 1969 in increasingly poor health, Karloff was 

admitted into Sussex’s King Edward VII Hospital. Here, on 2nd 

February 1969, Karloff died aged eighty-one years old. 

The year before his death, Karloff had worked on six films, 

though only two of them were released that year; Targets 

and Curse of the Crimson Altar, the latter of which also 

starred Karloff’s friend, and fellow horror film icon, 

Christopher Lee. Curse of the Crimson Altar was the final film 

of Karloff’s to be released during his life time. The remaining 

four films, Isle of the Snake People, The Incredible Invasion, 

Fear Chamber and House of Evil were released in 1971 and 

1972. 

 

Promotional material for ‘Frankenstein’, Universal Pictures, 1935. 
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Based in Liverpool, England, RPE Miniatures & Games offer 

thousands of superb 28mm metal miniatures, many of which 

are ideally suited to games of Shadows of Centralis. Regularly 

adding to their extensive range of models, the company’s 

latest Kickstarter will see the release of at least sixteen new 

miniatures, all of which have been sculpted by Mark Evans. 

Along with a wide range of other superb sculptors, RPE 

Miniatures & Games offer a trove of miniatures sculpted by 

the likes of Kevin Adams, Tim Prow, Phil Lewis, Chaz Elliott, 

and Bob Olley, as well as their regular Kickstarter 

modelmaker, Mark Evans. Further to this, perfect for those 

who like to convert and customise models, the company 

offer a selection of separate components, such as shields, 

skulls, and wings  

www.ralparthaeurope.co.uk 
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‘Orc Leader’ and ‘Orc Musician’. Copyright: RPE Miniatures & Games. 
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‘Werebear’. Copyright: RPE Miniatures & Games.  

RPE Miniatures & Games 

Website: www.ralparthaeurope.co.uk 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/RPEMiniaturesAndGames 
 
“Villagers and Pillagers - 28mm Metal townsfolk and Henchmen 
A set of villagers and bar patrons/henchmen, ideal for RPGs and 
tabletop warband gaming, cast in white metal.” 
www.kickstarter.com/projects/rpeminiatures/villagers-and-
pillagers-28mm-metal-townsfolk-and-henchmen 

http://www.facebook.com/RPEMiniaturesAndGames
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/rpeminiatures/villagers-and-pillagers-28mm-metal-townsfolk-and-henchmen
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/rpeminiatures/villagers-and-pillagers-28mm-metal-townsfolk-and-henchmen
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS: WEBSITE 

From sample Army Lists to downloadable Magic Cards and 

counters, the official Shadows of Centralis website is 

regularly updated with special features which can be used to 

further enhance your games of Shadows of Centralis. Here 

you will also find further background information on each of 

the game’s armies, as well as the other inhabitants of the 

Orb. Visitors will also find reviews, hobby workshops, and 

exclusive interviews with a number of personalities from the 

wargaming world. Bringing together likeminded enthusiasts, 

and offering a platform for their Shadows of Centralis 

projects, the website provides links to the game’s online 

community.  

Visit: www.shadowsofcentralis.com

 

‘Shieldmaiden Warlord’. Copyright: Gripping Beast Ltd. 
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SHADOWS OF CENTRALIS: STOCKISTS 

Complete with a foreword by Rick Priestley, along with 

background information on the Orb and its inhabitants, the 

gods who watch over the planet, fifteen army lists, and full 

gaming rules, Shadows of Centralis is available for purchase 

worldwide via Amazon. 

www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL  

The book can also be purchased from the specially selected 

stockists listed below. 

Gripping Beast Ltd 

www.grippingbeast.co.uk/Shadows_Of_Centralis--product--

6703.html 

The Little Soldier Company 

www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk/product/shadows-of-centralis  

Diehard Miniatures 

www.diehardminiatures.com/product/shadows-of-centralis-rules-

book  

Lucid Eye Publications 

www.lucideyepublications.com/shadows-of-centralis 

Caliver Books 

www.caliverbooks.com  

http://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09W5FTJYL
http://www.grippingbeast.co.uk/Shadows_Of_Centralis--product--6703.html
http://www.grippingbeast.co.uk/Shadows_Of_Centralis--product--6703.html
http://www.thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk/product/shadows-of-centralis
http://www.diehardminiatures.com/product/shadows-of-centralis-rules-book
http://www.diehardminiatures.com/product/shadows-of-centralis-rules-book
http://www.lucideyepublications.com/shadows-of-centralis
http://www.caliverbooks.com/
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MODEL MANUFACTURERS 

Shadows of Centralis can be played with models from any 
manufacturer, below is a list of some of our favourites. 

Diehard Miniatures 
 
Website: www.diehardminiatures.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/DiehardMiniatures 

Gripping Beast Ltd 

Website: www.grippingbeast.co.uk 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Gripping-Beast-196181460427546  

 
Warlord Games 

Website: www.warlordgames.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/warlordgames 

Wargames Foundry 

Website: www.wargamesfoundry.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/WargamesFoundry 
 
Warmonger Miniatures 
 
Website: www.warmongerminiatures.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/warmongerminiatures 
 
Goblinmaster Limited 
 
Website: www.goblinmaster.online 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/goblinmasterlimited 

  

http://www.grippingbeast.co.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/Gripping-Beast-196181460427546
http://www.warlordgames.com/
http://www.facebook.com/warlordgames
http://www.wargamesfoundry.com/
http://www.facebook.com/WargamesFoundry
http://www.warmongerminiatures.com/
http://www.facebook.com/warmongerminiatures
http://www.goblinmaster.online/
http://www.facebook.com/goblinmasterlimited
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Lucid Eye Publications 

Website: www.lucideyepublications.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/LucidEyePublications 

Mantic 

Website: www.manticgames.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/manticgames 

 
Wargames Atlantic 

Website: www.wargamesatlantic.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/wargamesatlantic 
 
North Star Military Figures 
 
Website: www.northstarfigures.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/northstarmilitaryfigures 
 
Satyr Art Studio 
 
Website: www.satyrartstudio.ecwid.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/satyrartstudio 
 
The Little Soldier Company 

Website: thelittlesoldiercompany.co.uk 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/TheLittleSoldierCompany 
 
RPE Miniatures and Games 
 
Website: www.ralparthaeurope.co.uk 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/RPEMiniaturesAndGames 

 

http://www.lucideyepublications.com/
http://www.manticgames.com/
https://wargamesatlantic.com/
http://www.facebook.com/wargamesatlantic
http://www.northstarfigures.com/
http://www.facebook.com/northstarmilitaryfigures
http://www.satyrartstudio.ecwid.com/
http://www.facebook.com/satyrartstudio
http://www.facebook.com/TheLittleSoldierCompany
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Footsore Miniatures & Games 

Website: www.footsoreminiatures.co.uk 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/FootsoreMiniatures 

 
Hobby craft suppliers 

SylCreate 

SylCreate, the online home of Sylmasta’s model making, resin 

casting, craft, art and restoration products. 

Website: www.sylcreate.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/SylCreate 

 
Game mats, tables, wargaming accessories and 3D printing 

GameMat 

“Turn your tabletop into a real battlefield!” 
 
Website: www.gamemat.eu 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Gamemat.eu 
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NEXT MONTH… 

Shadows of Centralis Army Focus: Konstrato Empire 

Horror Fiends: Hieronymus Bosch 

Model Manufacturers      

Plus, interviews, reviews, hobby articles, and more… 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information: 
www.shadowsofcentralis.com 
johnwombat.wordpress.com 

https://johnwombat.wordpress.com/
http://www.shadowsofcentralis.com/

